aged around 7, and they have studied English for more than two and a half years. In other words, the four bilinguals are learning L2 in a quasi-immersion-program environment, where the instruction language is L2 and no classmates are native speakers of L2. (Dobrovolsky 1996) The four subjects are George, Angel, Andy, and Alex. C.. The English monolingual, Olivia, is around the same age and so is Wendy, the Chinese monolingual.
Procedures
The four bilinguals are instructed to describe 10 similar pictures of a storybook so as to gather enough tokens for our analysis. They describe the 10 pictures in English first and of course the instruction language is English, too. After a 10-15 minutes break, they are asked to describe the pictures in Chinese. Their descriptions are recorded and transcribed. Olivia and Wendy are also asked to describe the same 10 pictures in their native languages. Olivia and Wendy's descriptions are also recorded and transcribed and their transcriptions will serve as a comparison reference, with which we can assess the two language developments of the four bilinguals.
Results
As mentioned above, the four Chinese subjects begin their English learning at around age of four in the kindergarten. English is the instruction language rather than a subject in the school and no one in the class is a native speaker of the medium of instruction. The background looks like the French immersion program. After two and a half years of learning in such environment, we want to see how the performances of the four subjects are if compared with the English and Chinese monolingual peer groups. In these four subjects, some syntactic interference tokens are found. These interference tokens could be English or Chinese.
Noun phrases:
In English, indefinite countable nouns should carry the plural marker `s/es' or be preceded by the article `a/an' to express the indefiniteness. Chinese is a non-inflected language; therefore it doesn't have plural inflection on the nouns to express the similar ideas.
From this perspective, these Chinese subjects may be interfered in their noun phrase performance, that is, they may have the use of indefinite nouns with zero marking as it is in Chinese. If we compare their performance with the English monolingual at the similar age, they do demonstrate a non-native performance of English noun phrases. The bilinguals appear to lose the markings of countable nouns while zero-marking doesn't occur in Olivia's speech.
See examples below. In Chinese, nouns can be preceded by numeral plus classifier to indicate indefiniteness, for instance, 'or by demonstrative plus classifier to refer to a definite noun phrase, such as '2Nit', TWA'. In other words, classifier possesses an important class in the use of Chinese noun phrases. English doesn't have the category of classifiers, which initiate our curiosity whether the four subjects would have different performance in the classifiers, that is, their use may be simplified due to the interference of English noun phrases. From our transcription, we found the subjects do have the awareness of the use of classifier; however, the classifiers they use are much fewer than their Chinese bilingual peer group. Four of them commonly adopt the classifier`{ to refer to any nouns. Although most of them can use `&' to indicate animals, they would unconsciously utilize 'fr to replace when preceded by animals. Moreover, when answering the question 'how many' in Chinese, we usually respond with numeral plus classifier (and the target noun can be deleted) especially when the numeral is monosyllabic. For instance, "A:VAMig? B:--b(3)". But in Andy's case, his response to such question is "A:44AAR? B:-b", a non-native use of Chinese classifiers. This may be influenced by English since English has no classifiers. Besides, Andy rarely uses classifiers when talking about nouns. The total tokens of the classifiers he used are only five while the other three used 15 -30 tokens of classifiers in the transcription. Instead, the Chinese monolingual at the similar age has good control of classifiers in the appropriate occasions and she also has the highest use of classifiers, 37 tokens. Even if we try to interfere her use by asking "zap-j, ,k?", she correctly answers "IA". The classifiers she used include '2 "(referring to trees), 11P'(referring to big mammals), ''(referring to any animals), and `{'(widely referring to any numeral nouns). She doesn't have any misuse, which implies the four subjects indeed exhibit a delay in this use. This may be due to the interference of 14 The children are playing in the stream.
The sister is stepping on the rock and brother is taking a stone. (Olivia)
Lexicon
English belongs to Endo-European language family while Chine se is a member of Sino-Tibetan family. The two languages exist the fundamental differences. For children who acquire a second language, they may tend to apply the simpler use of one language to the other language in the lexicon.
The misuse of the word 'people'
In English, the word 'people' is a plural noun and should not be preceded by any singular markers such as 'a', `this/that' or 'one'. However, one of the subjects, George, seems to generalize the word 'people' as the Chinese word 'A' because the word 'A' are allowed to carry before it. In other words, he doesn't notice the characteristics of the word 'people' itself. He appears to generalize `-{[AA' as 'one people' in his use of 'people'
and therefore the four interference tokes we found are the use of 'one people'. Since the word people' can be singular or plural in George's conceptualization, he tends to take singular verb in the sentence production when the word 'people' is preceded by 'one' as example 16-18
shows.
15 One dog is seeing doing things. The word 'see' refers to 'noticing something with eyes' and is not allowed to take progressive aspect since the movement can't be lasting. The other two words related to 'see'
are 'look at' and 'watch', both of which indicate staring at something for a short time and therefore they can carry progressive aspect. In other words, not all verbs take progressive form, and the distinction should be made between "process verbs", which involve changing toward an end, and "state verbs", which refers to an unchanging condition. Only "process verbs" can carry ,progressive aspect and children rarely apply it incorrectly. State verbs likè know', 'see', 'like', 'want' and 'need' can't take progressive form. (Lund 1993) In Chinese,
we only have one word to indicate 'see', 'look at' and 'watch'. In the sentence `i-v-fai..N A' should have the translation He is looking at the bird' or 'He is watching the bird'.
However, we found the four subjects tend to produce the sentence like 'He is seeing the bird', an incorrect use of 'see'. This doesn't mean that these subjects can't distinguish 'process verbs' and 'state verbs' because rare native children make such mistake in their acquisition.
Therefore, it can be perceived that four of them all generalize the use of 'V ' into English ' see' ; hence, 'see' can have present/past tense and progressive aspect as 'V ' does, that is, `A: V' ( corresponds to 'be seeing') and TY4'(corresponds to 'see' or 'saw). Such occurrences of progressive aspect are of high frequency. We will have more discussion on this part later.
24 And one dog, se0ing the ball and just hit the father's cut--painting cutter. In section 3, we have seen a lot of interference types with examples. In this section, we try to present the percentage of each inference type in each speaker. Besides, the performance of the monolingual will be included, serving as a comparison reference so as to make sure the developmental stage of the four subjects. Not only the interference tokens but also other special use of tokens of the bilinguals will be included to compare with monolinguals.
The performance of noun phrase
As shown in 3.1, the misuse of English countable nouns and Chinese classifiers are the most common interference types. See table 1 and table 2 for the performance of each speaker along with the monolinguals. The interference we found in the four subjects can be explained by the using time. For the four subjects, they apparently spent half of their time in either of the languages. For the monolinguals, they spent their whole time in one language and hence demonstrated better performances. Therefore, it is perceivable that the four subjects exhibit a delay in either of their language learning. However, Andy's case may initiate one's concern that whether the interference would result in the very high frequency of misuse in either of the language as it shows in Andy's production.
The performance of subject-verb agreement
Agreement between subject and verb should be made according to the singular or plural subjects in English. In Chinese, verbs are not inflected and hence the verbs alone can't imply whether the subject is singular or plural. Further, it is known that subject-verb agreement is a developmental process in the first language acquisition. From the two points of views above, the misuse of subject-verb agreement in the four subjects may be due to either of the reasons.
However, the performance of English monolingual Olivia convinces us that the misuse results from interference rather than developmental stages. See table 3 for illustration. Olivia's good control of subject-verb agreement shows she has passed the stage of misuse of agreement. Compared with Olivia, three of the four subjects shows the misuse to some extent; however, percentage of the misuse are not of high frequency, i.e. ranging form 15% -30%, which shows the three subjects are aware of the use of agreement but do not have as good control as Olivia does. We exclude Andy's case since he seldom produces sentences with subjects.
The corresponding use of progressive aspect in English and Chinesè
A -' represents the progressive aspect marker in Chinese. In English, the verbs are inflected with suffix `ing' and are preceded by the aux 'be' so as to convey the progressive aspect. At first, we doubt the high-frequency occurrence of `ti'in Chinese transcription are associated with the high frequency use of English progressive aspect.
From table 4, we can see. Olivia and Wendy exhibit high frequency use of progressive aspect, which indicates that both of them tend to conceptualize the events in the ten pictures as continuous movements. And therefore they both show the high frequency use of progressive aspect. The three subjects, George, Angel, and Alex. C. also show the same tendency, that is, the high-frequency use of progressive aspect in Chinese and English. In other words, the correspondence high-frequency use is not due to the language interference but a coincidence.
Andy exhibits relative-low use of progressive aspect in Chinese and English. This may be the Table 5 The use of 'see', 'look a "watch' with progressive aspect Table 6 The corresponding use of 'see' and `Eyij'se-±:r As we have mentioned in section 2, the four bilingual children are staying in a quasi-French-immersion environment, that is, they are majority language students (Chinese) in a minority language class (English). They are instructed in English at school and none of the students are native speakers of English. Under such learning background for more than two and a half years, we can see that the two languages they use are interfered by the two languages to some extent in the developing stage (at the age 7) as shown in section 3 and 4. If 
